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Abstract: The present study explores the exploitation of ladder-like polysilsesquioxanes (PSQs) bearing
reactive functional groups in conjunction with SiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) to produce UV-curable
nanocomposite coatings with increased hydrophobicity and good thermal resistance. In detail,
a medium degree regular ladder-like structured poly (methacryloxypropyl) silsesquioxane (LPMASQ)
and silica NPs, either naked or functionalized with a methacrylsilane (SiO2@TMMS), were blended
and then irradiated in the form of a film. Material characterization evidenced significant modifications
of the structural organization of the LPMASQ backbone and, in particular, a rearrangement of the
silsesquioxane chains at the interface upon introduction of the functionalized silica NPs. This leads
to remarkable thermal resistance and enhanced hydrophobic features in the final nanocomposite.
The results suggest that the adopted strategy, in comparison with mostly difficult and expensive
surface modification and structuring protocols, may provide tailored functional properties without
modifying the surface roughness or the functionalities of silsesquioxanes, but simply tuning their
interactions at the hybrid interface with silica fillers.

Keywords: nanocomposites; silsesquioxanes; hybrid materials; interfaces; hydrophobic
properties; coating

1. Introduction

The increasing demand of electronic devices has stimulated significant efforts to enhance their
stability and lifespans [1–3]. In fact, a degradation of the electrical performance over the use period
can be clearly observed, whose main origin lies in water permeation under ambient conditions [1,4].
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A possible solution to face this issue is, in the design and development of any device, the application of
coating materials with improved water repellence [5–8].

Polymer nanocomposites have received increasing attention when a defined adjustment of the
coating wettability is required [5,7–10]. The hydrophobicity can be tailored mostly by (i) controlling
roughness at the microscale and (ii) functionalizing the surface of nanocomposites with low-surface
energy materials with long alkyl chains or fluorinated functional groups [11–13].

In this context, fluorocarbon polymers (e.g., polytetrafluoroethylene—PTFE) have been utilized
for the generation of hydrophobic surfaces, owing to their remarkably low surface energies [14].
Silane compounds, particularly organoalkoxysilanes and fluorinated organosilanes, have also been
widely used as building blocks to develop hybrid materials with high water repellence [15–19].
However, fluorinated, especially fluoroalkyl, compounds display several economic and ecological
drawbacks, namely their high cost and potential risk to human health and the environment in the case
of skin contact and fluorine emission from the coating application, which is usually performed at high
temperature [20]. This was also witnessed in the efforts of the European Community in the restriction
of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substance (PFAS) use [21]. Therefore, the production of non-fluorinated
hydrophobic coatings applicable at relatively low temperature represents a key task, even more so in
terms of their ecofriendly use.

Several methods are followed to tune the surface roughness and thus the
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of a coating: mechanical stretching, physical etching (laser, plasma),
chemical etching, lithography, sol–gel processing, electrochemical reactions, or chemical deposition by
CVD [22,23]. Recently, nanoparticles (NPs) have been exploited to produce tailored surface roughness
at the sub-micrometer scale. The approach consists of the deposition of pre-formed NPs to a fine
surface or microroughness or their dispersion in a polymer solution and subsequent spraying onto
a smooth surface [24,25]. The possibility of precisely controlling particle size and shape makes this
method particularly powerful in the wettability engineering of a surface [26]. Nevertheless, the NPs’
aggregation onto a fabricated rough surface leads to poor mechanical durability, hampering the
practical application of the coatings [27].

Polysilsesquioxanes (PSQs), a class of emerging hybrid materials derived from trifunctional
silanes, appear promising candidates to face the above issues [8,28–31]. These inorganic polymeric
materials can provide both remarkable thermomechanical properties and water repellency, owing
to the presence of tunable peripheral organic groups, which may also offer compatibility, dispersion
stability, and reactivity [28–31]. PSQs can be classified into either random or random branched
structures [32], polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) [33–38], and fully condensed ladder-like
polysilsesquioxanes with double-stranded backbones (LPSQs) [39,40].

POSS have been widely utilized for the fabrication of hydrophobic surfaces and coatings, by
virtue of their versatile features and of the possibility to easily covalently link them to polymer
backbones [41–45]. In particular, the polyhedral structure and the high number of tunable
peripheral functionalities enable us to increase the surface roughness and decrease the surface
energy, simultaneously [43–49]. The majority of the studies in the field rely on the synthesis and
modification of POSS structures with low-surface energy substituents (e.g., fluoroalkyl, alkyl groups,
etc.) and on their exploitation as building blocks or fillers in conjunction with polymers for the
production of nanocomposite coatings with improved hydrophobicity [43–45]. However, as already
mentioned, the use of fluoroalkyl substituents raises environmental and safety concerns and their
substitution with more economical and environmentally friendly materials is required [21].

Concerning the possibility of tuning the roughness with POSS, a few examples can be identified
in the literature [47–49]. As an example, Foorginezhad et al. [48] prepared super-hydrophobic coatings
by creating a two-layer topography via the spraying method using TiO2 NPs sols, which impart the
micro-roughness, and octavinyl-POSS in polydimethylsiloxane, which delivers nano-roughness and
lowers the surface tension thanks to the hydrophobic organic terminations. This approach appears
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valuable and simple, but possible NP segregation at the surface has to be considered as source of
inhomogeneities and of unintentionally reduced water repellence and mechanical properties.

Apart from cage-like silsesquioxanes, LPSQs have been recently applied in hard coating
formulations, profiting from their remarkable thermal properties and processability, and from the
enhanced solubility in a wide variety of organic solvents [50–55]. For instance, Lee et al. developed a
series of thiol-ene UV-curable inorganic–organic hybrid LPSQs with methacryl and mercaptopropyl
functionalities as building blocks of flexible hard coating formulations [56]. These materials exhibited
marked pencil hardness in comparison with other organic and multi-formulations and mechanical
properties dependent on the peripherical functional groups. Park et al. performed a comprehensive
study on the gas transport properties of membranes constituted by LPSQs with different alkyl
functionalities [57]. Aside from satisfactory mechanical properties, they found that a combination of
larger inter-chain distance and higher side chain rigidity increased the fractional free volume, resulting
in a higher gas permeability, while the UV-curing process reduced the permeability of LPSQ due to the
restricted chain mobility [57].

According to these studies, the dense polymer structure of UV-curable LPSQs is expected to
help in the prevention of water permeation [58]. Finally, though very few information about their
wettability properties can be retrieved in the literature, the possibility to introduce hydrophobic and/or
UV-curable functionalities (e.g., acrylate or methacrylate groups) make LPSQs suitable candidates for
the generation of hard coatings with enhanced thermomechanical durability and hydrophobicity with
low environmental and economic costs.

These properties can be further improved by enclosing low loadings of inorganic fillers in the
polymer matrix, which may provide tortuous pathways that hinder the possible water permeation,
thus further contributing to the water repellence [59–61]. This entails filler homogeneous dispersion
and controlled distribution, as well as a careful control of the hybrid interface, which has a significant
impact on the structure and mobility of polymer chains and, in turn, on the features of the composites.

Stimulated by this background, in the present study, we consider the possibility of adjusting
the thermal properties and wettability of nanocomposite coatings without modifying the surface
roughness or the functionalities of silsesquioxanes by simply tuning their interactions at the hybrid
interface in a composite system constituted by a LPSQ matrix and suitably functionalized filler NPs.
In particular, the idea lies in exploiting the structural rearrangement of the silsesquioxane chains at
the interface with the functionalized SiO2 NPs to enhance the thermal stability and to provide more
hydrophobic groups in proximity with the coating surface.

In detail, a fully condensed, ladder-like structured poly(methacryloxypropyl)silsesquioxane
with a medium degree of structural regularity (LPMASQ) [52] and SiO2 NPs functionalized with a
methacrylsilane (SiO2@TMMS) were employed as a suitable matrix and filler, respectively, for producing
a nanocomposite by a simple and rapid solvent-casting technique [34]. Among the possible curing
approaches, UV curing was selected to achieve crosslinking, leading to cost savings, reducing waste, and
assuring a low-temperature treatment. Photo-induced polymerization was monitored using Attenuated
Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR FTIR) spectroscopy. The thermal properties of the
nanocomposites were evaluated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). A comprehensive investigation
on the LPMASQ nanocomposites structure and on interactions between the silsesquioxane units and
SiO2 NPs was performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy. Finally, the surface wettability of the novel nanocomposites was explored
through static contact angle (CA) measurements. The results evidenced significant modifications of
the structural organization of the LPMASQ backbone as function of silica functionalization, which
induce peculiar thermal and hydrophobic features.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB),
3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (TMMS), tetrahydrofuran (THF), K2CO3, ethanol, acetone,
toluene and Irgacure 651 photoinitiator were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Milli-Q water with a
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was used.

2.2. Synthesis of LPMASQ

The TMMS-capped LPSQ (LPMASQ) was synthesized via a slightly modified procedure 52.
Briefly, a mixture of K2CO3 (0.04 g, 0.29 mmol), distilled water (4.8 g, 0.267 mol) and THF (8 g)

was prepared in a 100-mL round-bottomed flask. Next, TMMS (19.9 mL, 0.084 mol) was added to
the prepared mixture under nitrogen. The flask was then sealed and left vigorously stirring at room
temperature for 10 days. Afterwards, a two-phase mixture was obtained—a colorless aqueous and a
cloudy organic one. The organic phase, containing the product, was dissolved in toluene and washed
with DI water several times in order to remove the catalyst. Subsequently, MgSO4 was added in order
to eliminate traces of water. The organic phase, as obtained, was then put under a vacuum in order to
eliminate the toluene and a transparent oil-like product was obtained.

2.3. Synthesis of Naked Silica NPs

Silica NPs were synthetized via a sol–gel route according to a slightly modified method already
reported in the literature [62]. Briefly, 4 g of CTAB was dissolved in NaOH solution (14 mL, 2 M)
and 1920 mL of Milli-Q water at 60 ◦C. After 45 min of stirring, TEOS (24 mL) was added and the
reaction was left in this condition for 2 h. Afterwards, the white powder was separated by filtration
and re-dispersed under stirring for 20 h at 60 ◦C in HCl solution (40 mL, 36 wt.%) end ethanol (300 mL)
in order to eliminate the CTAB template. Then, the precipitated silica was separated by centrifugation
and washed with DI water until pH 7.0 ± 0.2 was reached. Finally, silica NPs were filtered and dried in
an oven at 80 ◦C for 24 h.

2.4. Synthesis of TMMS Functionalized Silica NPs

Silica NPs, as previously prepared, were functionalized with TMMS following the procedure
proposed by [35]. (Scheme 1). In a functionalization procedure, 0.5 g of silica NPs was dispersed
in 20 mL of toluene by sonication (30 min). TMMS (0.5 mL) was added dropwise and the mixture,
as prepared, was brought to 120 ◦C and stirred for 10 h.
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The solid was then separated by centrifugation (9000 rpm), washed several times with toluene
and acetone in order to eliminate traces of non-reacted silane and dried overnight at 80 ◦C.

2.5. Preparation of LPMASQ Nanocomposites

For the preparation of LPMASQ nanocomposites, a solvent casting technique was utilized
(Scheme 2). Three different samples were prepared, namely homopolymerized LPMASQ (h-LPMASQ),
SiO2/LPMASQ and SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ.
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In detail, for h-LPMASQ, 2 g of LPMASQ was dissolved in 2 mL of THF and 1 mL of a solution
of Irgacure 651 (20 mg in 1 mL THF) was added under stirring. In the case of SiO2/LPMASQ and
SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ, 100 mg of SiO2 or SiO2@TMMS (5 wt.% on LPMASQ) were dispersed in 2 mL
of THF by sonication; then, 1 mL of a solution of Irgacure 651 (20 mg in 1 mL THF) was added. Finally,
2 g of LPMASQ were dissolved and the solutions were cast in Polyethylene (PE) Petri dishes (∅ = 8 cm).
After THF evaporation at room temperature for 3 h, nanocomposites were irradiated with a UV lamp
(125 W, irradiance 1 mW/cm2) for 5 min under N2 in order to obtain crosslinked materials. To provide
a comprehensive characterization, nanocomposites were peeled from the PE substrate, resulting in
self-standing film with an average thickness of 280–300 µm (see SEM characterization).

2.6. Characterizations

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of SiO2@TMMS nanopowders were
acquired by a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 instrument in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode in the
spectral region 4000–650 cm−1, with a resolution of 1 cm−1.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images on both silica NPs and composites were collected by
a Vega TS5136 XM Tescan microscope in a high-vacuum configuration. The electron beam excitation
was 30 kV at a beam current of 25 pA, and the working distance was 12 mm. In this configuration,
the beam spot was 38 nm. The average diameter of SiO2 NPs was evaluated by measuring the sizes of
∼100 particles in SEM images.

Nitrogen physisorption experiments on SiO2 NPs were performed by using a Micromeritics
ASAP2020 instrument, after evacuation of the samples at 180 ◦C overnight. A liquid N2 bath
was used for measurements at 77 K. Specific surface area values (SSABET) were determined by
the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, while pore size distribution was calculated by the
Barret–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method.

XRD patterns were collected on the composites with a Brucker D8 Advance (Cu Kα radiation) in
the range 20–70◦ 2θ (2θ step 0.025◦, count time of 2 s per step).

TGA thermograms were collected by using a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC1 STARe system at a
constant gas flow (50 cm3

·min–1). The sample powders were heated in air from 30 to 1000 ◦C at a rate
of 10 ◦C·min–1.

Liquid-state 1H-NMR analyses were performed on pristine LPMASQ dissolved in CDCl3 by a
Bruker Avance 400 WB spectrometer operating at a proton frequency of 400.13 MHz.
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Solid-state NMR analyses were carried out with a Bruker 400 WB spectrometer operating at a
proton frequency of 400.13 MHz. The experiments were run on homo-polymerized LPMASQ and on
silica/LPMASQ nanocomposites obtained after irradiation. NMR spectra were acquired with cp and sp
pulse sequences under the following conditions: 13C frequency—100.48 MHz, contact time—2 ms,
decoupling length—5.9 µs, recycle delay—5 s, 2 k scans. 29Si frequency: 79.48 MHz, contact time—5 ms,
decoupling length—6.3 µs, recycle delay—10 s, 2 k scans; single pulse sequence—π/4 pulse 3.9µs,
recycle delay—45 s, 2 k scans. Samples were packed in 4-mm zirconia rotors, which were spun at
8 kHz under air flow. Adamantane and Q8M8 were used as external secondary references.

Polymerization under UV light was monitored using ATR FTIR spectroscopy. The spectra
were acquired with a Nicolet iS50 spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA),
equipped with a Nicolet™ Smart iTX accessory (with diamond crystal). Spectra were recorded in
the 650–4000 cm−1 range, with 1 scan per spectrum and a resolution of 4 cm−1. The methacrylate
double-bond conversion was estimated through the absorbance of the band at 1638 cm−1, using the
following Equation:

Conversion%t=x = 100×
(
1−

At=x

At=0

)
Surface wetting properties were characterized by contact angle measurements on the air side of

the obtained nanocomposites, by means of the sessile drop method (OCA 15, DataPhysics Instruments
GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany) using deionized water as the testing liquid. In particular, we did not
only measure the static contact angle, θ, formed by a drop gently deposited on the surface, but also the
advancing, θA, and receding, θR, contact angles, which are measured by quasi-statically expanding and
contracting the drop volume on a horizontal surface. The difference between the two angles, ∆θ = θA −

θR, is known as contact angle hysteresis. As highlighted in the literature [63,64], it is more appropriate
to provide a range for the contact angles (i.e., θA, θR, and ∆θ) rather than a single value for the contact
angle, to supply a more a complete description of the wetting properties: θA, θR, and ∆θ are related to
drop capillary adhesion force, and thus drop mobility on a solid surface [65]. During experiments, a
water drop with a volume of 3 µl was initially deposited on the surface. After the drop came to rest,
the water was first infused to increase the drop volume (up to 8 µL, with an infusion rate of 0.2 µL/s)
and then extracted to decrease the volume, enabling the measurement of θA and θR..

3. Results and Discussion

The idea to produce nanocomposites with improved thermal properties and hydrophobicity relies
on the effect of SiO2 and SiO2@TMMS incorporation on the structure/molecular architecture of the
LPMASQ chains. In this regard, the characterizations of precursor materials were first performed,
followed by those of the nanocomposites.

3.1. Characterization of Pristine LPMASQ

To preliminary compare the chemical structure of the obtained LPMASQ to that reported in the
literature, FTIR and liquid-state NMR analyses were performed (Figure 1). The obtained material has the
same structural characteristics of the systems reported in [51,52], and it belongs to the “medium-degree
regular” category of LPSQs, if compared to highly regular template-route phenyl–LPMASQ [53] or to
phenyl–silsesquioxane resins with different degrees of ordering [54]. Thus, a dominant ladder-like
structure can be expected, while some structural irregularity in combination with flexible substituents
favor its remarkable solubility in THF.
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3.2. Pristine SiO2 and SiO2@TMMS NPs Characterization

The morphology of naked silica particles was preliminarily inspected by SEM microscopy
(Figure 2a). In detail, SEM micrographs show the presence of silica nanospheres (inset Figure 2a) with
an average diameter of 189 ± 32 nm. Nitrogen physisorption experiments revealed that SiO2 NPs show
a type IV Brunauer isotherm (Figure 2b) with a very narrow hysteresis loop. The BET surface area was
691 ± 5 m2/g, while the BJH pore size distribution (inset Figure 2b) revealed that the mesopore size
corresponds to the silica’s intrinsic mesoporosity.
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Figure 2. Characterization of naked SiO2 NPs: (a) SEM micrographs with particle size distribution in
the inset; (b) adsorption/desorption isotherm at liquid nitrogen temperature and pore size distribution.

Silica NPs and TMMS-functionalized silica (SiO2@TMMS) were further characterized by ATR-FTIR
and TGA.

Figure 3a reports the comparison among the spectra of pure TMMS, SiO2 and SiO2@TMMS NPs.
As already reported, the spectrum of TMMS shows the following main bands (Figure 3a, green line):
the silane C−H stretching at 2940 and 2840 cm−1; the intense carbonyl vibration of non-hydrolyzed
TMMS at 1715 cm−1 and the weak stretching of C=C bond at 1635 cm−1; the methylene C−H bending
at 1454 cm−1; the −C−CO−O− skeletal vibration from the methacryloxy group at 1320 and 1210 cm−1;
the band of ν Si–O–C at 1080 cm−1. For unmodified SiO2 (Figure 3a, black line), the following can be
seen: the very broad absorption between 3600–3200 cm−1 is attributable to the stretching of OH groups
from physically absorbed water; the tiny peaks in the region at 1698 and 1633 cm−1 are ascribed to
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Figure 3. (a) FTIR spectra of pure TMMS (green line), naked SiO2 (black line) and SiO2@TMMS NPs
(red line); (b) thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of SiO2 (black line) and SiO2@TMMS NPs
(red line).

In the case of SiO2@TMMS (red line in Figure 3a), the very weak peak in the region 3000–2922 cm−1

belongs to the C-H asymmetric stretching vibrations of the methyl groups. The occurrence of
characteristic bands of vibrational stretching C=O (1717 cm−1) and C=C (1636 cm−1) indicate the
presence of methacrylate functional groups in the SiO2@TMMS spectrum. The peaks in the region
1500–1250 cm−1 are affiliated to the symmetric deformation bending of C–H and to the vibration from
the methacryloxy group. Finally, the absence of a peak at 2840 cm−1, corresponding to the Si-O-CH3,
and the depletion of the Si–OH stretching at 960 cm−1 demonstrates the grafting of TMMS at the silica
surface. To quantitatively assess the TMMS functionalization degree, TGA analysis was performed
on SiO2@TMMS and on naked silica NPs (Figure 3b). The total amount of TMMS grafted onto SiO2

corresponds to ~17.6 wt.% and was evaluated by the net weight loss of SiO2@TMMS between 180 and
980 ◦C, i.e., considering the total weight loss with the exclusion of that associated to bare SiO2.

3.3. Characterization of LPMASQ Nanocomposites

Nanocomposites were prepared by solution casting, followed by irradiation, to induce the
polymerization of the methacrylic double bonds: quasi-transparent films were obtained, which could
be detached from the substrate, although fragile. The double bond conversion was measured by
ATR-FTIR. As an example, Figure 4 shows the spectra of sample SiO2/LPMASQ before and after
irradiation; the spectra of the sample after irradiation are recorded on both sides, after peeling off the
coating, i.e., the side in contact with the substrate used for casting and the air surface.
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Figure 4. (a) Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR)-FTIR spectra of SiO2/LPMASQ sample before and after
irradiation. (b) magnification of the methacryl band region of SiO2/LPMASQ spectra recorded on
the air side; (c) magnification of the methacryl band region of SiO2/LPMASQ spectra recorded on the
substrate side.

When evaluating the absorbance of the vibrational band of the methacrylic groups (shown in
Figure 4b,c, the conversion of the polymerization reaction under light was estimated. The values are
gathered in Table 1. Conversion η on the air side is quite high for the neat LPMASQ and decreases
with the addition of silica nanoparticles; on the opposite side, due to the light absorbance along the
thickness of the film, the conversion is smaller. Thus, due to the light intensity gradient, there is a
conversion gradient. If an average conversion is estimated as the average value of the air side and
substrate side conversion, a rough evaluation of the ratio between the polymer and the unreacted
monomer can be made using η/1 − η.

Table 1. Double bond conversion.

Sample Conversion η Air
Side%

Conversion η Substrate
Side%

Polymer/Unreacted
Monomer(η/1 − η)

h-LPMASQ 87 55 2.5

SiO2/LPMASQ 75 51 1.7

SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ 68 63 1.9

Apart from a preliminary visual inspection, the surface morphologies of the samples were
investigated by SEM microscopy (Figure 5). In the case of h-LPMASQ, no surface features were
detected. Upon the incorporation of naked SiO2 NPs, partial segregation effects occur and aggregated
structures can be observed, expected considering the intrinsically low affinity between LMPASQ chains
and hydrophilic silica filler (Figure 5a). Instead, more homogeneous surfaces can be observed in the
case of SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (Figure 5b), where the silica functionalization probably promotes an
improved compatibilization and distribution of the filler in the silsesquioxane matrix. SEM cross section
images reveal that the thickness of the nanocomposites lies between 280 and 300 µm (Figure 5c,d).
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The effect of the incorporation of SiO2 and SiO2@TMMS on h-LPMASQ properties was evaluated
by TGA (Figure 6). All the samples show a substantial single-step degradation, which very slightly
moves to higher temperatures in the case of SiO2/LPMASQ. Instead, for the SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ
composite, a significant increase (about 30 ◦C) in thermal stability is observed compared to the
other samples.
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Figure 6. Thermograms of h-LPMASQ (blue line), SiO2/LPMASQ (black line) and
SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (red line) nanocomposites; inset shows the corresponding first derivative
of the TGA curves (first derivative thermogravimetric curves, DTG).
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This suggests that the interactions at the hybrid interface between the organically modified silica
and the silsesquioxanes functionalities effectively promote the thermal stability.

To examine the bulk structure of both h-LPMASQ and nanocomposites in depth, XRD analyses
were carried out (Figure 7). As extensively reported in the literature [66], LPMASQ (blue line in
Figure 7) displays a diffraction pattern constituted by two main amorphous “halo” at room temperature.
The former, located at 2θ~6◦, is associated to the intramolecular periodic chain-to-chain distance
(denoted as Y in inset of Figure 7). The second peak at 2θ~20◦ refers instead to the average thickness X
of the Si–O–Si silsesquioxane structure.
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A third, very weak and broad reflection can be detected at 2θ~12.3◦, which is not reported in
the literature. The origin of this halo may be tentatively ascribed to the distance generated by the
intrachain interaction occurring upon UV-induced photopolymerization.

Analyses of XRD patterns revealed that the chain-to-chain distance remains unaffected upon
introduction of naked SiO2 NPs (i.e., SiO2/LPMASQ composite), while it slightly decreases from
14.9 Å to 13.1 Å in SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ composite (see Table 2). The average thickness of the
ladder-like siloxane backbone does not show any appreciable variation. These results suggest a
structural modification of the siloxane backbone induced by the incorporation of SiO2@TMMS NPs,
probably connected to the interaction between the methacrylate functionalities of TMMS and those
of LPMASQ.

Table 2. XRD parameters of diffractograms reported in Figure 6.

Sample Diffraction Peak (2θ) d-Spacing (Å)

h-LPMASQ 5.94 14.9
SiO2/LPMASQ 5.94 14.9

SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ 6.74 13.1
all 20.08 4.4

A deeper understanding of how the silsesquioxane units are modified by the filler introduction
was achieved by various 13C and 29Si solid-state NMR experiments.
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The 13C Cross Polarization/Magic Angle Spinning (CPMAS) spectra of h-LPMASQ and
LPMASQ/silica nanocomposites after irradiation are shown in Figure 8, together with the structural
scheme and C labeling used for peak assignment [67].
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Figure 8. (a) 13C CPMAS spectra of h-LPMASQ (black line), SiO2/LPMASQ (red line) and
SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (blue line). The LPMASQ structure with C labeling and the polymerization
scheme [68] are shown in figures (b) and (c), respectively.

The LPMASQ skeleton (black curve) is characterized by the three resonances due to the methylene
carbon atoms in the propyl chain (a, b, c) and the three resonances of the methacrylate tail, i.e.,
carbonyl (d, 165 ppm), vinyl (e and g at 135 and 124 ppm respectively) and methyl (f) C atoms [68].
The UV-induced crosslinking of the LPMASQ units is demonstrated by the appearance of both the
methylene peaks in the region 40–60 ppm (e’, g’) and by the second downfield shifted carbonyl
resonance at 175 ppm (d’), which result from the partial consumption of the methacrylate vinyl bonds
(signals e and g). It can be noticed that these additional peaks are characterized by a wider linewidth.
As the signal linewidth is inversely proportional to the functional group mobility, it can be inferred
that d’, e’ and g’ signals represent more rigid structures with respect to the free methacrylate ends,
further proving a network formation.

The spectra of LPMASQ enclosing both SiO2 and SiO2@TMMS display similar features (red and
blue curves). The contribution of TMMS units to the SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ spectrum cannot be
detected since it is too weak and the related signals perfectly overlap with those of LPMASQ.

It is interesting to note that, given the presence of both d and d’ signals, it is possible to calculate
the extent of the photoinduced polymerization reaction taking place through the methacrylic double
bonds, since the CPMAS experimental conditions have been selected in order to give the maximum
intensity of both signals: the ratio d’/d corresponds to the ratio between the polymer and the monomer.
The obtained values summarized in Table 3 show that the silica presence determines a slight decrease
in the extent of silsesquioxane methacrylic bond polymerization.

Table 3. Extent of LPMASQ polymerization, calculated from the C=O area as the ratio d’/d.

Sample d’/d

h-LPMASQ 67.2/32.8 = 2.1
SiO2/LPMASQ 61.2/38.8 = 1.6

SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ 61.3/38.7 = 1.6
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The data are in good agreement with the values obtained by processing the conversion values η
obtained from the ATR-FTIR measurements.

The inorganic network can be exhaustively described through the analysis of the 29Si CPMAS
NMR spectra (Figure 9). The NMR signals are labeled according to the usual nomenclature where
Tn and Qn refer to R-Si(OSi)n(OH)3-n and to Si(OSi)n(OH)4-n units, respectively. Figure 9a presents a
comparison of the spectra of h-LPMASQ and nanocomposites.
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The inorganic network of LPMASQ is characterized by about 93% of fully condensed T3 units (at 
−66.4 ppm), with a minor amount of terminal T2 units (peak at −57.1 ppm), in agreement with previous 
findings [52]. The presence of filler in the nanocomposites is proven by the peaks in the Q region 
(Figure 9b): the resonance at −110.4 refers to the Q4 units [Si(OSi)4] and the one at −100.0 ppm to the 
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Figure 9. 29Si CPMAS spectra of (a) h-LPMASQ (black line), SiO2/LPMASQ (red line), and
SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (blue line), normalized on the T3 peak, and (b) magnification of the Q
unit region of the silica-based composites normalized on the Q4 peak; the silicon-29 spectrum of pristine
SiO2 particles (black line) is also shown.

The inorganic network of LPMASQ is characterized by about 93% of fully condensed T3 units
(at −66.4 ppm), with a minor amount of terminal T2 units (peak at −57.1 ppm), in agreement with
previous findings [52]. The presence of filler in the nanocomposites is proven by the peaks in the Q
region (Figure 9b): the resonance at −110.4 refers to the Q4 units [Si(OSi)4] and the one at −100.0 ppm
to the surface Q3 sites [Si(OSi)3OH]. The black curve of Figure 9b represents the pristine silica filler.
It is characterized by three structural units Q4, Q3 e Q2 (the latter at −90.0 ppm).

From a qualitative inspection, it can be noticed that the spectral features of both LPMASQ and SiO2

slightly change in the nanocomposites and these effects seem related to both silica functionalization
and amount. The modification at the expense of the silsesquioxane skeleton is almost negligible in the
case of nanocomposites enclosing naked SiO2 NPs, whereas the addition of the functionalized filler
reduces the end chain sites T2.

Conversely, the silica filler is subjected to an increase in the condensation degree, as clearly shown
by the reduction in Q2 and Q3 resonances. This can be ascribed to the partial co-condensation of silanol
groups with those of LPMASQ, in agreement with the observed decrease in the T2 units. This effect is
more relevant for SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ, where, probably, the consumption of Si-OH is also connected
to the TMMS functionalization.

The quantitative analysis, obtained through the recording of the 29Si MAS spectra, as well as
confirming the trend for T2 described above, reveals a variation in the T3 line shape among the samples
(Figure 10, left). In particular, the profile fitting unveils the presence of two T3 components at −64 ppm
and−67 ppm, respectively, whose relative contribution depends on the silica functionalization. In detail,
a partial reduction in the percentage of downfield components can be observed, which becomes more
significant for SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (Table 4).
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Table 4. Quantitative analysis obtained through the profile fitting of T3 resonance with two components.
The amount (%) of every component and the related half linewidth (LW/2) are reported. Confidence
level >95%.

Sample
Signal at −64,0 ppm Signal at −66,9 ppm

% LW/2* % LW/2*

h-LPMASQ 25.8 132.8 74.2 161.6
SiO2/LPMASQ 24.2 129.3 75.8 156.8

SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ 22.3 127.8 77.7 150.0

Moreover, a change in the half width at half height (LW/2) of both the components is noticeable
in the nanocomposites. It has been shown in the literature that the LW/2 of T3 peak is inversely
proportional to the polymer skeleton regularity. As summarized by Seki et al. [69], low molecular
weight PSQs are characterized by LW/2 of 240–300 Hz, whereas highly ordered long ladder structures
reduce the LW/2 to about 150 Hz and present a chemical shift (δ) of about −65 ppm. A slight upfield
of the chemical shift (up to −67 ppm) and larger LW/2 were attributed to structural defects and cage
structures [50]. Accordingly, the results on our samples support the description of long ordered ladder
structures with the presence of irregularities, as also indicated by TGA and XRD results.

Interestingly, a reduction in LW/2 for both the T3 components is observed, notably in the presence
of SiO2@TMMS. This again reflects the possibility of an ordering of the LPMASQ chains, supporting the
hypothesis of a rearrangement of the silsesquioxane skeleton around the functionalized silica particles.

The interpretation is also endorsed by the small high-field broadening of the Q4 component
observed in the spectra of SiO2/LPMASQ and SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ (Figure 10, right). According to
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, this effect can be attributed to the contribution of Q4

units with distorted (wider) bond angles [70].
In conclusion, the NMR results highlight a conformational modification of the LPMASQ induced

by silica NPs, which is mediated by the filler–silsesquioxane interface and probably explains the
different thermal stabilities of the composite materials.

Wettability tests were carried out to provide a proof of concept about the possibility to exploit the
structural rearrangement of the silsesquioxane chains at the interface with the SiO2 filler to adjust the
hydrophobicity of nanocomposite coatings. Measurements were performed only on the air side of the
films as detachment from the substrate caused some damage to the lower surface, mostly due to the
good adhesion of the material onto the substrate.
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The results of contact angle measurements and water droplet profiles of LPMASQ nanocomposites
are summarized in Figure 11. For all samples, θA is approximately constant (in the range 90◦−93◦),
denoting a moderate hydrophobicity, with significant variations observed for θR and thus ∆θ.
For h-LPMASQ, θR is equal to 59◦, with a hysteresis ∆θ = 31◦. The hysteresis is relatively high, denoting
a high liquid–substrate adhesion. With SiO2 NP inclusion (SiO2/LPMASQ sample), θR decreases,
leading to an increase in the hysteresis, ∆θ. This can be associated to the surface segregation effects
observed in some regions of SiO2/LPMASQ samples, as visible from the SEM images (Figure 5), which
enhance the hydrophilicity, thus reducing the water repellence.
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Figure 11. Contact angle values for LPMASQ, SiO2/LPMASQ and SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ surfaces.
Images on the left are representative snapshots showing the evaluation of the static, θ (top), the advancing,
θA (center), and the receding, θR (bottom), contact angles. The contact angle hysteresis is calculated as
∆θ = θA − θR.

Interestingly, in SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ, θR increases, and since θA is constant, the hysteresis, ∆θ,
decreases to a minimum value of 24◦. This suggests that the highest hydrophobicity of the sample
results from the rearrangement of silsesquioxane chains at the interface with the silica filler, as predicted
by XRD and more clearly depicted by NMR.

Finally, it has to be pointed out that contact angle measurements confirm that particle-loaded
coatings can still be considered smooth, from a wetting perspective, since neither a Wenzel state
(i.e., significant increase in contact angle hysteresis) nor a Cassie–Baxter state (i.e., superhydrophobic
wetting state) are observed. This result is not unexpected, since silsesquioxane-based polymer
nanocomposites display smooth surfaces in general [71,72].

Moreover, according to the literature, an average roughness Ra < 100 nm generally has a slight
influence on contact angles and hysteresis [73–75]. Thus, though we cannot exclude an increase in
surface roughness upon the introduction of silica NPs in LPMASQ, the effect appears negligible and,
especially in the case of SiO2@TMMS filler, cannot be invoked to explain the decreased wettability of
the obtained coating surfaces.

Instead, we can infer that the increase in hydrophobicity in SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ is likely related
to the surface enrichment of low-surface tension silsesquioxane terminations as a consequence of the
re-organization of LPMASQ chains upon interaction with the silica fillers.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we considered the possibility of adjusting the hydrophobicity and the thermal
resistance of nanocomposite coatings without modifying the surface roughness or the functionalities
of silsesquioxanes by simply tuning their interactions at the hybrid interface in a composite system
constituted by a LPSQ matrix and suitably functionalized silica NPs as the filler.

An UV-curable ladder-like structured poly (methacryloxypropyl) silsesquioxane (LPMASQ) was
used, since it affords advantageous properties, like superior thermal properties and processability,
and enhanced solubility in a wide variety of organic solvents. Moreover, the dense polymer
structure was expected to help in the prevention of water permeation. SiO2 NPs were functionalized
with a methacrylsilane (SiO2@TMMS), in order to grant both filler homogeneous dispersion and,
upon UV-curing, desired interactions with the silsesquioxane terminations.

The effects of the filler surface functionalization on the structure of the polymeric chains and,
in turn, on the wetting features of the resulting materials, were carefully investigated, in view of their
potential application in protective coatings.

In detail, SEM investigation revealed that the nanocomposites have a thickness of 280–300 µm
and generally homogeneous surfaces. However, when naked silica NPs are utilized as the filler, some
aggregations become visible. TGA thermograms show a single-step degradation for all the samples
with an appreciable increase in the thermal stability only for SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ. Accordingly,
XRD analysis revealed a structural modification of the siloxane backbone by the incorporation
of SiO2@TMMS NPs, envisaging interactions between the organically modified silica and the
silsesquioxane functionalities.

Solid-state NMR investigation supports this hypothesis, evidencing conformational alterations of
the LPMASQ structure induced by the introduction of silica NPs. In particular, in SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ
nanocomposites, an ordering of the LPMASQ chains is observed, indicating a rearrangement of the
silsesquioxane skeleton around the functionalized filler particles.

This surface-mediated evolution of the LPMASQ molecular structure results in a more significant
increase in the hydrophobicity for SiO2@TMMS/LPMASQ in comparison to the other nanocomposites,
suggesting that tailoring the interactions at the hybrid interface between the filler and LPSQ may be a
promising alternative to obtain coatings with tunable wettability.
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